ACADEMY FOR JEWISH RELIGION

FULFILL YOUR DREAM

of serving the Jewish Community
as a Cantor or Rabbi

Open House

Tuesday June 2
Virtual Open House

Sample classes, meet with students and faculty, and have an authentic AJR experience through special programming and sessions.

• Rabbinic Ordination
• Cantorial Ordination
• Master of Arts in Jewish Studies
• Cantors to Rabbis
  For currently ordained cantors who would like to earn rabbinic ordination
• Kol-Bo
  AJR’s newest program for those interested in simultaneous rabbinic and cantorial ordinations

“You can, you should, and if you’re brave enough to start, you will.”
~ Stephen King

For more information please contact Cantor Lisa Klinger-Kantor at lklingerkantor@ajrsem.org or 914.893.4028
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